ST. CYPRIAN ANGLICAN BASIC SCHOOL

ITEMS RECEIVED FROM OLE
The founder of the school is Mr. Justice Nyarko. The school was started on the 16th of November, 1992. At that time, the school was Oduo Atsim Memorial School. From 1996 to 1997, the name of the school was change to Obeyeyei International School.

Latter the name of the school was once again changed to Living Foundation Preparatory School. Through one woman who worked at F.O.A (Ms. Esther Nunoo) the Canadian Embassy offered their support. They helped to put up a three classroom block and an office.

Not long after this advancement there was a tragedy, a strong wind blew and as a result the building collapsed. The then headteacher therefore wrote a letter of absorption to the Anglican Diocese who accepted and approved his application. They established three classroom blocks for the school. Also, the name of the school was finally changed to St. Cyprian’s Anglican School. They have been the main source of help up till date. The three classroom blocks seemed not
enough due to the increase in enrolment. Later *MTN* Foundation came in to put up a four classroom block and an office for the school.

The government through the Anglican Education Unit also in 2012 put up six classrooms, an office, and library to help the community. Now the school is being headed by Mr. Francis O. Saka. Currently, the school has a population of 366 pupils made up of (36 KG pupils, and 330 primary pupils) and 9 teachers.
INTRODUCTION OF THE TABLET AT ST. CYPRIAN’S ANGLICAN BASIC
THE FIRST EXPERIENCE ON THE TABLET AT ST. CYPRIAN’S ANGLICAN BASIC

My first experience on the OLE tablet, I learnt about the flying train. It was so interesting and I love it. I received my tablet, I just clicked on my name and my code and I started reading. When questions were asked I had all right that is why I love the tablet. I also like how you click it. Thank you OLE for the tablet you have bought for us.

IDA ABDUL KARIMU.

Stephen Osei is my name, I am in class 6. My first experience on the tablet was very exciting and wonderful. I was taught how to switch on and off the tablet, how to reverse the page from the existing to the previous page. The tablet is made with android which help in further functions and the screen also is protected with screen guard. I saw many stories that will be very interesting, as we read the flying train. Reading is one of my hobbies. I thank OLE for giving us this opportunity. God bless you all, Thank you.

STEPHEN OSEI.
My name is Pearl Fialor. I am 10 years old. I come from the Volta region but I stay at Obeyeyie-Peace village. I am in class 6 in St. Cyprians Anglican Basic School. This is my first time I have experience this tablet in my school. I was very happy to receive this tablet. The reason why I like this tablet is that there are many stories on it and I love to read stories and the first one I read was the flying train. It was so exciting and I love to read more. May God richly bless you all, Thank you.

PEARL FIALOR.
ORIENTATION OF ST. CYPRIAN'S ANGLICAN BASIC
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TEACHER INTRODUCE MULTI TASK IN CLASS